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Activity
Activities are the smallest processes we choose to
model in any given analysis effort.
Activity level analysis is the most detailed analysis we
undertake
To complete a process description, describe activities
in enough detail so that others can
write the job descriptions,
create the training, or
design the software needed to assure that the activity
will be properly performed
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Analyzing a Specific Activity
one-to-one relationship between the job description and the
work done in the activity
the activity would be composed of a number of steps or
tasks
we could create a diagram showing each step and use
arrows to show how the clerk moved from one step to the
next, and where decisions and branches occurred.
There would probably be some rules that helped the clerk
make decisions
we might also document the time required to process an
average expense report, the number of reports the clerk
typically processed in a day, and the kinds of problems or
exceptions that were typically encountered and the
frequency of each.
We would also probably make some statement about the
goal fulfilled by the activity - what value it adds to the
production of company products or services.
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Organizing Information About an Activity

two
activity
worksheets:
a basic Activity
Analysis
Worksheet and
a supplemental
Activity
Cost
Worksheet
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Analyzing Human
Performance
When an activity is not
being
performed
correctly, we need to
analyze the situation
to see what could be
wrong.
The best approach to
this
is
human
performance analysis,
a
technology
developed
by
psychologists
and
performance analysts.
Human
performance
analysis defines the
variables that affect
human
performance
and offers heuristics
for
analyzing
any
given human activity.

Analyzing Human Performance –
Description
1. Activity Standards
Do activity standards exist?
Does the performer know the desired output and
standards?
Do performers consider the standards attainable?

2. Activity Support
Can the performer easily recognize the input requiring
action?
Can the activity be done without interference from other
activities?
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Analyzing Human Performance –
Description
3. Consequences
Are consequences aligned to support the desired
performance?
Are consequences meaningful from the performer's
perspective?
Are consequences timely?

4. Feedback
Do performers receive information about their
performance?
Is the information they receive relevant, accurate,
timely, specific, and easy to understand?

Analyzing Human Performance –
Description
5. Skill, Knowledge, and Capability
Do the performers have the necessary skills and
knowledge to perform?
Do the performers know why desired performance is
important?
Are the performers physically, mentally, and emotionally
able to perform?
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Managing the Performance of Activities
Broadly, an operational manager is responsible for
five things:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identifying goals to be accomplished
Organizing activities to accomplish those goals
Communicating the goals to the employees
Monitoring the output of the activities to assure they
meet their assigned goals
5. Diagnosing problems and fixing them when activity
output is inadequate

Automating the Enter Expense Reports
Activity
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Sales activities

Sales activities
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Analyzing a Completely Automated
Activity
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Knowledge Workers, Cognitive Maps and
Business Rules

Business Rules and Knowledge Rules
A business rule is a statement that defines some
policy or practice of the business.
Business rules, whether implemented by employees
or by automated systems, determine that appropriate
actions are taken at appropriate times.
Today's efforts to formalize the capture and
management of business rules originated in four
different movements that have waxed and waned
over the course of the last two and a half decades.
Business Rules for Software Development
Rule-Based Systems for the Capture of Expertise
Risk Management and Compliance Issues
Business Rules Used in Business Processes
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Business Rules Used in Business
Processes
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Knowledge Rules
the rules are not so much defined by explicit policies
as by experts who are hired to make the decisions.
As process analysts examined ever more complex
processes, they found that the capture of business
rules was an important part of most business process
redesign efforts
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Activities, Job Descriptions and
Applications
In some simple cases, a single person may be
assigned to a single activity
In most cases, a large process will support many
subprocesses divided into many different activities.
Some individuals will be responsible for multiple
activities.
Each of those activities would have goals and measures,
and each salesperson would be responsible for meeting
all of the goals of all of the activities that were included
in his or her job description.

The entire process should be supported by a single
workflow application, and the documents being
processed are maintained in a single database.
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